
Designer Application - ReStore DIY Contest 2016 
 

Thank you for your interest in the 1st Annual Buffalo ReStore DIY Design Challenge, scheduled for Friday, October 14
th

, 2016, 

at our South ReStore located at 1675 South Park Avenue. 

 
This competition is designed to raise funds for Habitat for Humanity Buffalo and awareness of creative reuse by 
demonstrating the unlimited possibilities of donated ReStore items. 

 

If chosen as a designer/design pair, you will be challenged to redesign pieces of furniture/home accessories using items 
found at the Habitat ReStores in Buffalo following three design themes. This year’s themes are Furniture Flip, Pallet Wood 
Creation, Intriguing Illumination, Art on Anything, and Completely Custom.  You will receive ReStore Dollars to shop at the stores 

for your materials.  The pieces will be sold with all proceeds benefiting Habitat for Humanity Buffalo. The challenge will test 

your creativity and ability to "upcycle" regular household goods into fabulous home decor. 

 

To submit an application, fill out the form below and provide 1 to 3 pictures of your previous work that best demonstrates 

your design aesthetic. Return with application or send to restorediycontest@gmail.com. 

 
*Pictures are required to be considered for the design competition. 

 

Timeline: 
Deadline for applications is 5PM June 20

th
, 2016 

Deadline for DIY pieces is 5PM September 10
th

, 2016 
Once you submit an application, you will be sent an email of approval and given further details. 

 
Good Luck! 

FULL NAME: EMAIL ADDRESS:
 

 

ADDRESS: 
 

 
 
 
 

PHONE NUMBER: 

Which Theme will your piece(s) follow? 
**You can submit multiple pieces** 
 

-              Furniture Flip 

-             Pallet Wood Creation 
-              Intriguing Illumination

Why do you want to participate in the DIY Contest? - ___ Art on Anything 

- ___ Completely Custom 

 

What is your favorite part of DIY/Art projects?
 
 
 
 
 
 

What is your most prized Thrift Store find? Tell me a little about yourself…. 

mailto:restorediycontest@gmail.com

